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ABSTRACT

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks continue
to be a major threat on the Internet today. DDoS at-
tacks overwhelm target services with requests or other
traffic, causing requests from legitimate users to be shut
out. A common defense against DDoS is to replicate a
service in multiple physical locations/sites. If all sites
announce a common prefix, BGP will associate users
around the Internet with a nearby site, defining the
catchment of that site. Anycast defends against DDoS
both by increasing aggregate capacity across many sites,
and allowing each site’s catchment to contain attack
traffic, leaving other sites unaffected. IP anycast is
widely used by commercial CDNs and for essential in-
frastructure such as DNS, but there is little evaluation
of anycast under stress. This paper provides the first
evaluation of several IP anycast services under stress
with public data. Our subject is the Internet’s Root
Domain Name Service, made up of 13 independently
designed services (“letters”, 11 with IP anycast) run-
ning at more than 500 sites. Many of these services
were stressed by sustained traffic at 100× normal load
on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, 2015. We use public data for
most of our analysis to examine how different services
respond to stress, and identify two policies: sites may
absorb attack traffic, containing the damage but reduc-
ing service to some users, or they may withdraw routes
to shift both good and bad traffic to other sites. We
study how these deployment policies resulted in differ-
ent levels of service to different users during the events.
We also show evidence of collateral damage on other
services located near the attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although not new, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks
are a continued and growing challenge for Internet ser-
vices [2, 3]. In most DoS attacks the attacker over-
whelms a service with large amounts of either bogus
traffic or seemingly legitimate requests. Actual legiti-
mate requests are lost due to limits in network or com-
pute resources at the service. Once overwhelmed, the
service is susceptible to extortion [42]. Persistent at-
tacks may drive clients to other services. In some cases,
attacks last for weeks [17].

Three factors enable today’s Distributed DoS (DDoS)
attacks: source-address spoofing allows a single ma-
chine to masquerade as many machines, making filter-
ing difficult. Second, some protocols amplify attacks
sent through a reflector, transforming each byte sent
by an attacker into 5 or 500 (or more) bytes delivered
to the victim [51]. Third, botnets of thousands of ma-
chines are widespread [31], making vast attacks possible
even without spoofing and amplification. Large attacks
range from 50–540Gb/s [4] in 2016, and 1Tb/s attacks
are within reach.
Many protocol-level defenses against DNS-based

DDoS attacks have been proposed. Source-address val-
idation prevents spoofing [24]. Response-rate limit-
ing [57] reduces the effect of amplification. Protocol
changes such as DNS cookies [21] or broader use of
TCP [64] can blunt the risks of UDP. While these ap-
proaches reduce the effects of a DoS attack, they cannot
eliminate it. Moreover, deployment rates of these ap-
proaches have been slow [9], in part because there is a
mismatch of incentives between who must deploy these
tools (all ISPs) and the victims of attacks.
Defenses in protocols and filtering are limited,

though—ultimately the best defense to a 10,000-node
botnet making legitimate-appearing requests is capac-
ity. Services can be replicated to many IP addresses,
and each IP address can use IP anycast to operate at
multiple locations. Many locations allow a single service
to provide large capacity for processing and bandwidth.
Many commercial services promise to defend against

DDoS, either by offering DDoS-filtering as a service (as
provided by Verizon, NTT, and many others), or by
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section observation
§2.2 design choices under stress are withdraw or absorb;

best depends on attackers vs. capacity per catchment
§3.1 event was at likely 35Gb/s (50Mq/s, an upper bound),

resulting in 150Gb/s reply traffic
§3.2 letters saw minimal to severe loss (1% to 95%)
§3.3 loss was not uniform across each letter’s anycast sites;

overall loss does not predict user-observed loss at sites
§3.4 some users “flip” to other sites;

others stick to sometimes overloaded sites
§3.5 at some sites, some servers suffered disproportionately
§3.6 some collateral damage occurred to co-located services

not directly under attack

Table 1: Key observations in this paper.

providing a service that adapts to DDoS attacks (such
as Akamai [28], Cloudflare, and others). Yet the specific
impact of DDoS on real infrastructure has not widely
been reported, often because commercial infrastructure
is proprietary.
The DNS is a common service, and the root servers

are a fundamental, high-profile, and publicly visible ser-
vice that have been subject to DoS attacks in the past.
As a public service, they are monitored [45] and strive
to self-report their performance. Perhaps unique among
many large services, the Root DNS service is operated
by 12 different organizations, with different implemen-
tations and infrastructure. Although the internals of
each implementation are not public, some details (such
as the number of anycast sites) are.
To evaluate the effects of DoS attacks on real-world

infrastructure, we analyze two specific events: the Root
DNS events of Nov. and Dec. 2015 (see §2.3 for dis-
cussion and references). We investigate how the DDoS
attack affected reachability and performance of the any-
cast deployments. This paper is the first to explore
the response of real infrastructure across several levels,
from specific anycast services (§3.2), physical sites of
those services (§3.3), and of individual servers (§3.5).
An important consequence of high load on sites is rout-
ing changes, as users“flip” from one site to another after
a site becomes overloaded (§3.4). Table 1 summarizes
our key observations from these studies.
Although we consider only two specific events, we ex-

plore their effects on 13 different DNS deployments of
varying size and capacity. From the considerable varia-
tion in response across these deployments we identify a
set of potential responses, first in theory (§2.2) and then
in practice (§3). Exploration of additional attacks, and
of the interplay of IP anycast and site select at other
layers (for example, in Bing [15]) is future work.

The main contribution of this paper is the first eval-
uation of several IP anycast services under stress with
public data. Anycast is in wide use and commercial op-
erators have been subject to repeated attacks, some of
which have been reported [42, 43, 49, 58, 17, 50, 4],
but the details of those attacks are often withheld as
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Figure 1: Root DNS structure, terminology, and mech-
anisms in use at each level.

proprietary. We demonstrate that in large anycast in-
stances, site failures can occur even if the service as a
whole continues to operate. Anycast can both absorb
attack traffic inside sites, and also withdraw routes to
shift both good and bad traffic to other sites. We ex-
plore these policy choices in the context of a real-world
attack, and show that site flips do not necessarily help
when the new site is also overloaded, or when the shift of
traffic overloads it. Finally, we show evidence of collat-
eral damage (§3.6) on services near the attacks. These
results and policies can be used by anycast operators to
guide management of their infrastructure. Finally, the
challenges we show suggest potential future research in
improving routing adaptation under stress and provi-
sioning anycast to tolerate attacks.

2. BACKGROUND AND DATASETS

Before studying anycast services under attack, we
first summarize how IP anycast works. We describe
the events affecting the Root DNS service on Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015, and the datasets we use to study these
events.

2.1 Anycast Background and Terminol-
ogy

We next briefly review how IP anycast and the Root
DNS service works. The Root DNS service is imple-
mented with several mechanisms operating at different
levels (Figure 1): a root.hints file to bootstrap, mul-
tiple IP services, often anycast; BGP routing in each
anycast server; and often multiple servers at each site.
The Root DNS is implemented by 13 separate DNS

services (Table 2), each running on a different IP ad-
dress, but sharing a common master data source. These
are called the 13 DNS Root Letter Services (or just the
“Root Letters” for short), since each is assigned a letter
from A to M and identified as<letter>.root-servers.net.
The letters are operated by 12 independent organiza-
tions (Verisign operates both A and J), and each letter
has a different architecture, an intentional diversity de-
signed to provide robustness. This diversity happens
to provide a rich natural environment that allows us to

<letter>.root-servers.net


sites sites
letter operator reported observed

A Verisign 5 (5, 0) 5
B USC/ISI 1 (unicast) 1
C Cogent 8 (8, 0) 8
D U. Maryland 87 (18, 69) 65
E NASA 12 (1, 11) 74
F ISC 59 (5, 54) 52
G U.S. DoD 6 (6, 0) 6
H ARL 2 (pri/back) 2
I Netnod 49 (48, 0) 48
J Verisign 98 (66, 32) 69
K RIPE 33 (15, 18) 32
L ICANN 144 (144, 0) 113
M WIDE 7 (6, 1) 6

Table 2: The 13 Root Letters, each operating a separate
DNS service, with their reported architecture (number
of sites with local/global sites [48], B unicast, H pri-
mary/backup), plus the count of sites we observe (§3.3).

explore how different approaches react to the stress of
common attacks.
Most Root Letters are operated using IP anycast [1].

At the time of the analyzed events, only B-Root was
unicast [48], and H-Root operated with primary-backup
routing [29]. In IP anycast, the same IP address is an-
nounced from multiple anycast sites (s1 to s33 in Fig-
ure 1), each at a different physical location. BGP rout-
ing associates clients (recursive resolvers) who chose to
use that service with a nearby anycast site. The set of
users of each site defines the site’s anycast catchment.

Larger sites may employ multiple physical servers (r1
to rn in Figure 1), each an individual machine that
responds to queries. CHAOS queries are a diagno-
sis mechanism that return an identifier specific to the
server [61]. Although their support is optional, re-
sponses can be spoofed, and the reply format is not
standardized, all letters reply with patterns they dis-
close or that can be inferred. (Prior studies have
confirmed that CHAOS mapping of anycast is gener-
ally complete and reliable, validating it against tracer-
oute and other approaches [23].) Properly interpreted
CHAOS queries, observed from many vantage points
around the Internet (§2.4.1), allow us to map the catch-
ment of each anycast site—the footprint of networks
that are routed to each sites.
Root Letters have different policies, architectures,

and sizes, as shown in Table 2. Some letters constrain
routing to some sites to be local, using BGP policies
(such as NOPEER and NO_EXPORT) to limit routing to
that site to only its immediate or neighboring ASes.
Routing for global sites, by contrast, is not constrained.

2.2 Anycast vs. DDoS: Design Options

How should an anycast service react to the stress of
a DDoS attack? We ground empirical observations (§3)
with the following theoretical evaluation of options.

s1

ISP0
A0

c0

ISP1
A1

c1

ISP2s2 c2

ISP3S3 c3

anycast sites clients and attackers

Figure 2: An example anycast deployment under stress.

A site under stress, overloaded with incoming traf-
fic, has two options. It can withdraw routes to some or
all of its neighbors, shrinking its catchment and shift-
ing both legitimate and attack traffic to other anycast
sites. Possibly those sites will have greater capacity and
service the queries. Alternatively, it can be become a
degraded absorber, continuing to operate, but with over-
loaded ingress routers, dropping some incoming legiti-
mate requests due to queue overflow. However, contin-
ued operation will also absorb traffic from attackers in
its catchment, protecting other anycast sites [1].
These options represent different uses of an anycast

deployment. A withdrawal strategy causes anycast to
respond as a waterbed, with stress displacing queries
from one site to others. The absorption strategy be-
haves as a conventional mattress, “compressing” under
load, with queries getting delayed or dropped. We see
both of these behaviors in practice and observe them
through site reachability and RTTs.
Although described as strategies and policies, these

outcomes are the result of several factors: the combi-
nation of operator and host ISP routing policy, routing
implementations withdrawing under load [55], the na-
ture of the attack, and the locations of the sites and
attackers. Some policies are explicit, such as the choice
of local-only anycast sites, or operators removing a site
for maintenance or modifying routing to manage load.
However, under stress, the choices of withdrawal and
absorption can also be results that emerge from a mix
of explicit choices and implementation details, such as
BGP timeout values. We speculate that more careful,
explicit, and automated management of policies may
provide stronger defenses to overload, an area of future
work.
Policies in Action: We can illustrate these policies

with the following thought experiment. Consider the
anycast system in Figure 2, it has three anycast sites:
s1, s2, S3, four clients c0 and c1 in s1’s catchment, with
c2 in s2 and c3 in S3’s. Let A0 represent both the iden-
tity of the attacker and the volume of its attack traffic,
and s1 represent the site and its capacity.



The best choice of defense depends on the relative
sizes of attack traffic reaching each site. For simplicity,
we can ignore legitimate traffic (c∗), since DNS deploy-
ments are greatly overprovisioned (c∗ ≪ A∗). Overpro-
visioning by 3× peak traffic is expected [14], and 10×
to 100× overprovisioning is common. (For example, a
modest modern computer can handle an entire letter’s
typical traffic (30–60k queries/s, Table 3), and we see
at least 4 to more than 200 servers per letter in our
analysis.)
To consider alternative responses to attack we eval-

uate a deployment where s1 = s2 and S3 = 10s1, as
attack strength A0 = A1 increases. We measure the ef-
fects of the attack by the total number of served clients
(H, “happiness”).

1. If A0 + A1 < s1, then the attack does not hurt
users of the service, H = 4.

2. If A0 + A1 > s1 and A0 < s1 (and A1 < s2), then
s1 is overwhelmed (H = 2) but can shed load. If
it withdraws its route to ISP1, A1 and c1 shift to
s2 and all clients are served: H = 4.

3. If A0 > s1 and A0+A1 < S3, then a attackers can
overwhelm a small site, but not the bigger site.
Both s1 and s2 should withdraw all routes and let
the large site S3 handle all traffic, for H = 4.

4. If A0 > s1, A0 + A1 > S3, but A1 < S3, one can
re-route ISP1 (with A1 and c1) to S3, for H = 3.

5. If A0 > S3, the attack can overwhelm any site;
making no change is optimal. s1 becomes a de-
graded absorber and protects the other sites from
the attack, at the cost of clients c0 and c1. H = 2.

(Withdrawing routes in response to attacks may also
increase latency as catchments change. Our definition
ofH ignores latency as a secondary factor, focusing only
on ability to respond.)
Implications of this model: This model has sev-

eral important implications, both about the range of
possible policies, what policies are practical today, and
directions to explore in the future.
This thought experiment shows that for small

attacks, the withdraw policy can improve service
by spreading the attack (although perhaps counter-
intuitive, less can be more!). For large attacks, degraded
absorbers are necessary to protect some clients, at the
cost of others. We cannot directly apply these rules in
this paper, since we know neither site capacity (some-
thing generally kept private by operators as a defen-
sive measure), nor how much attack traffic reaches each
site (a function of how attackers align with catchment,
again, both unknown to us). Our hope is that the sce-
narios of this thought experiment can help us interpret
our observations of what actually occurs.
A second implication is that choice of optimal strat-

egy is very sensitive to actual conditions—which of the

five cases apply depend on attack rate, location, and
site capacity. The practical corollary is that choosing
the optimal strategy is not easy for operators, either.
Attack traffic volumes are unknown to operators, when
the attack exceeds capacity; attack locations are un-
known, due to source address spoofing; the effects of
route changes are difficult to predict, due to unknown
attack locations; and route changes are difficult to im-
plement, since routing involves multiple parties. In the
face of uncertainty about attack size and location, ab-
sorption is a good default policy. However, route with-
drawals may occur due to BGP session failure, so both
policies may occur.
As an alternative to adjusting routing or absorbing

attacks, many websites use commercial anti-DDoS ser-
vices that do traffic “scrubbing”. Such services cap-
ture traffic using BGP, filter out the attack, and fi-
nally forward the clean traffic to the original destina-
tion. While cloud-based scrubbing services have been
used by websites (for example, in the 540Gb/s DDoS
attack against the Rio 2016 Olympic Games website [4]
or the DoS against ProtonMail [43]), to our knowledge
Root DNS providers do not use such services, likely
because Root DNS traffic is a very atypical workload
(DNS, not HTTP).
Finally, a key implication of this model is that there

can be better possible strategies than just absorbing at-
tacks. As described above, they require information
about attack volume and location that is not available
today, but their development is promising future work.

2.3 The Events of Nov. 30 and Dec. 1

On November 30, from 06:50 to 09:30 (UTC), then
again on December 1, 2015 from 05:10 to 06:10, many
of the Root DNS Letters experienced an unusual high
rate of requests [49]. Traffic rates peaked at about 5M
queries/s, at least at A-Root [58], more than 100× nor-
mal load. We sometimes characterize these events as
an “attack” here, since sustained traffic of this volume
seems unlikely to be accidental, but the intent of these
events is unclear.
An early report by the Root Operators stated that

several letters received high rates of queries for 160 min-
utes on Nov. 30 and 60 minutes on Dec. 1 [49]. Queries
used fixed names, but source address were randomized.
Some letters saw up to 5 million DNS queries per sec-
ond, and some sites at some letters were overwhelmed
by this traffic, although several letters were continu-
ously reachable during the attack (either because they
had sufficient capacity or were not attacked). There
were no known reports of end-user visible errors, be-
cause top-level names are extensively cached, and the
DNS system is designed to retry and operate in the face
of partial failure.
A subsequent report by Verisign, operator of A- and

J-Root, provides additional details [58]. They stated
that it was limited to IPv4 and UDP packets, and
that D-, L-, and M-root were not attacked. They



confirm that the event queries used fixed names, with
www.336901.com on Nov. 30 and www.916yy.com on
Dec. 1. They reported that A and J together saw 895M
different IP addresses, strongly suggesting source ad-
dress spoofing, although the top 200 source addresses
accounted for 68% of the queries. They reported that
both A- and J-Root were attacked, with A continuing
to serve all regular queries throughout, and J suffer-
ing a small amount of packet loss. They reported that
Response Rate Limiting was effective [58], identifying
duplicated queries to drop 60% of the responses, and
filtering on the fixed names was also able to reduce out-
going traffic. They suggested the traffic was caused by
a botnet.
Motivation: We do not have firm conclusions about

the motivation for these events. As Wessels first ob-
served [60], the intent is unclear. The events do not
appear to be DNS amplification to affect others since
the spoofed sources spread reply traffic widely. They
might be a DDoS targeted at services at the fixed names
listed above, but .com must resolve those names, not
the roots. Also, an attack on the fixed names would be
much more effective if the root lookup was cached and
not repeated. Possibly it was an attack on those targets
that went awry due to bugs in the attack code. It may
be a direct attack on the Root DNS, or even a diver-
sion of other activity. Fortunately, the intent of the
event is irrelevant to our use of the event to understand
anycast systems under stress.
Generalizing: We analyze and provide data for both

events. Subsequent root events [50] differ in the details
of the event, but pose the same operational choices of
how to react to an attack (§2.2).
We focus on specific IP anycast services providing

DNS under stress. Root DNS is provided by multiple
such services, and CDNs add DNS-based redirection as
another level of redundancy [15]. Although we briefly
discuss overall performance (§3.2.2), full exploration of
these topics is future work that can build on our analysis
of IP anycast.

2.4 Datasets

We use these large events to assess anycast opera-
tion under stress. Our evaluation uses publicly avail-
able datasets provided by RIPE, several of the Root
operators, and the BGPmon project. We thank these
organizations for making this data available to us and
other researchers. We next describe these data sources
and how we analyze it. The resulting dataset from the
processing described next is publicly available at our
websites [41].

2.4.1 RIPE Atlas Datasets

RIPE Atlas is a measurement platform with more
than 9000 global devices (Atlas Probes) that provide
vantage points (VPs) that conduct network measure-
ments [30, 47]. All Atlas VPs regularly probe all Root
DNS Letters. A subset of this data appears in RIPE’s

DNSMON dashboard evaluating Root DNS [45]. RIPE
identifies data from all VPs that probe each root letter
with a distinct measurement ID [46]. Our study con-
siders all available Atlas data (more than DNSMON
reports), with new processing as we describe below.
RIPE’s baseline measurements send a DNS CHAOS

query to each Root Letter every 4 minutes. At the
time of the event, A-Root was an exception and was
probed only every 30 minutes, too infrequent for our
analysis (§3.2) (it is now probed as frequently as the
other letters). Responses to CHAOS queries are specific
to root letters (after cleaning, described below) but each
letter follows a pattern that can be parsed to determine
the site and server that VP sees. For this report we
normalize identification of roots in the format X-APT,
where X is the Root Letter (A to M) and APT is a
three-letter airport code near the site.
Due to space limitations, we provide examples of spe-

cific letters rather than reporting data for all anycast de-
ployments. We focus predominantly on E- and K-Root,
since they provide anycast deployments with dozens of
sites. These examples concretely illustrate of the oper-
ational choices (§2.2) all anycast deployments face.

Data cleaning: We take several steps to clean RIPE
data for using it in our analysis. Cleaning preserves
nearly all VPs (more than 9000 of the 9363 currently
active in May 2016), but discards data that appears in-
correct or provides outliers. We discard data from VPs
with Atlas firmware before version 4570. Atlas firmware
is regularly updated [44], and version 4570 was released
in early 2013. Out of caution, we discard measurements
from earlier firmware on non-updating VPs to provide
consistent (current) methods of measurement. More-
over, we also discard measurements of a few VPs where
traffic to a root appears to be served by third parties.
We identify hijacking in 74 VPs (less than 1%) by the
combination of a CHAOS reply that does not match
that letter’s known patterns and unusually short RTTs
(less than 7ms), following prior work [23].

After cleaning we map all observations into a time
series with ten-minute bins. In each time bin we iden-
tify, for each Root Letter, the response: either a site the
VP sees, a response error code [39], or an absence of a
reply after 5 seconds (the Atlas timeout). Each time
bin represents 2.5 RIPE probing intervals, allowing us
to synchronize RIPE measurements that otherwise oc-
cur at arbitrary phases. (When we have differing replies
in one bin, we prefer sites over errors, and errors over
missing replies.)
Limitations of RIPE Atlas: RIPE Atlas has

known limitations: although VPs are global, their lo-
cations are heavily biased towards Europe. This bias
means Europe is strongly over-represented in per-letter
reachability (§3.2), but it does not influence our anal-
ysis of specific user behavior (§3.4). The largest risk
uneven distribution of VPs poses is that some anycast
sites may have too few VPs to provide reliable report-
ing. While we report on all anycast sites we observe, we

www.336901.com
www.916yy.com
.com


only consider sites whose catchments contain a median
of at least 20 VPs during the two days.
In addition, RIPE VPs query specific Root letters,

so they do not represent “user” queries. (Regular user
queries employ a recursive resolver selects one or more
letters to query.) We take advantage of this approach
to study specific letters and sites (§3), but it pre-
vents us from studying Root DNS reachability as a
whole (§3.2.2).
Finally, VPs fail independently. We focus our atten-

tion on sites typically seen by 20 or more VPs to avoid
bias from individual VP failure over the two days.

2.4.2 RSSAC-002

RSSAC-002 is a specification for operationally-
relevant data about the Root DNS [52]. It provides
daily, per-letter query rates and distributions of query
sizes.
All Root Letters have committed to provide RSSAC-

002 data by 2017. At the time of the events, only
five services (A, H, J, K, and L) were providing this
data [48]. In addition, RSSAC-002 monitoring is a“best
effort” activity that is not considered as essential as op-
erational service, so reporting may be incomplete, par-
ticularly at times of stress.

2.4.3 BGPmon

We use BGP routing data from BGPmon [62]. BGP-
mon has peers to dozens of routers providing full rout-
ing tables from different locations around the Internet.
We use data from all available peers on the event days
(152 peers) to evaluate route changes at anycast sites
in §3.4.1.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE EVENTS

To evaluate the events we begin with overall estimates
of their size, then drill down on how the events affected
specific Root Letters, sites in some letters, and individ-
ual servers at those sites. We then reconsider the effects
of the attack as a whole, both on Root DNS service and
on other services.

3.1 How Big Were the Events?

We next estimate the size of the events. Under-
standing the size is important to gauge the level of
resources available to the traffic originator. We begin
with RSSAC-002 reports, but on Nov. 30, only a few
letters provided this data, and as previously described
(§2.4.2), best-effort RSSAC-002 data is incomplete. We
therefore estimate an upper-bound on the event based
on inference from available data.
RSSAC-002 statistics over each day, so to estimate

the event size we define a baseline as the mean of the
seven days before the event. We then look at what
changed on the two event days (A-Root had an indepen-
dent attack on 2015-11-28, so we drop this data point
and scale proportionally). Query sizes are reported in

bins of 16 bytes. Verisign stated that the attacks were of
specific query names (see §2.3), and RSAAC-002 reports
query sizes in bins of 16 bytes, allowing us to identify
attacks by unusually popular bins. For queries, the
32-to-47B bin on Nov. 30 and the 16-to-32B bin on
Dec. 1 while response sizes were between 480 and 495
bytes for both events. These sizes are for DNS payload
only. We confirm total traffic size (with headers) in two
ways, both by adding 40 bytes to account for IP, UDP,
and DNS headers, and by generating queries with the
given attack names. We confirm full packets (payload
and header) of 84 and 85 bytes for queries and 493 or
494 bytes for responses, consistent with RSSAC-002 re-
ports. We use these sizes to estimate incoming bitrates.
Table 3 gives our estimates on event traffic from

the five letters reporting RSSAC-002 statistics. The
baseline (right column) is only 1–10% of attack traffic
(mean: 3%); we subtract the baseline from queries and
responses therefore our estimations show the only the
extra (∆) traffic caused by the events. These reported
values differ greatly across letters and between queries
and responses. We believe differences across letter rep-
resent measurement errors, with most letters under-
measuring traffic when under attack (under-reporting is
consistent with large amounts of lost queries described
in §3.2). We see fewer responses than requests, likely be-
cause of Response Rate Limiting [57] which suppresses
duplicate queries from the same source address [60]. We
provide both a lower-bound on attacks that considers
only known event traffic, and a scaled value that ac-
counts for the six sites known to have been attacked
that did not provide RSSAC-002 data at event time.
This lower bound has a large underestimate because 3
of the 4 reports were known to drop event traffic, and
there is an approximate 3% overestimate by including
baseline queries.
We propose an upper-bound for event size by cor-

recting for both of these types of under-reporting. To
correct, we accept that A-Root’s RSSAC-002 data mea-
sured the entire event. Verisign reported [60] A-Root
graphs of input traffic showing about 5Mq/s at both A-
and J-Root (although J’s RSSAC-002 reports are much
lower). They also report that 10 of 13 letters were at-
tacked (D, L, and M were not attacked). We add the
assumption that all attacked letters received equal traf-
fic. We confirm this assumption in two ways. First,
B-Root can confirm [5] that it saw offered load around
5Mq/s, consistent with A-Root’s statement. Second,
we can infer event sizes by comparing accepted traffic
loads in Table 3 with observed loss rates from Figure 3.
That suggests H-Root should have received 1.6Mq/s,
J-Root about 2.44Mq/s, and K-Root about 1.6Mq/s.
Given these reports and this assumption, our best es-

timate of actual attack strength is somewhere between
half and all of our upper-bound estimate. This esti-
mate is somewhat rough, but it provides strong evi-
dence that this was not a small attack. While 6× more
than the lower-bound of directly observed traffic, this



2015-11-30 (160 min.) 2015-12-01 (60 min.) Baseline

RSSAC ∆ queries ∆ responses ∆ queries ∆ responses queries

reports Mq/s Gb/s M IPs (ratio) Mq/s Gb/s Mq/s Gb/s M IPs (ratio) Mq/s Gb/s Mq/s M IPs

A 5.12 3.44 1,813 (340×) 3.84 15.13 5.21 3.54 1,345 (253×) 3.93 15.53 0.04 5.35

H 0.23 0.15 36.14 (13.3×) — — 0.32 0.22 16.22 (6.5×) — — 0.03 2.94

J 1.90 1.28 765.24 (280×) 1.10 4.32 2.29 1.56 355.68 (129×) 1.43 5.66 0.05 2.78

K 1.07 0.72 39.23 (14.4×) 0.48 0.32 1.12 0.76 40.88 (15.0×) 0.28 1.09 0.04 2.92

L 0.05* 0.04* 36.15 (13.3×)* 0.05* 0.19* 0.10* 0.07* 16.22 (6.5×)* 0.09* 0.37* 0.06 2.94

bounds (lower and upper):

lower 8.32 5.59 – 5.42 19.77 8.94 6.08 – 5.64 22.28 0.22 –

(scaled) (20.8) (14.0) – (13.5) (49.4) (22.4) (15.2) – (14.1) (55.2) – –

upper 51.22 34.42 – 38.37 151.31 52.09 35.42 – 39.31 155.35

Table 3: RSSAC-002 reports for daily IPv4/UDP traffic for the two days of events, subtracted from the a 7-day
mean baseline, and lower- and upper-bounds on event sizes. *L-Root was not attacked and therefore excluded from
lower and upper bounds.

estimate reflects significant query loss that occurs dur-
ing the event and in measurement systems tuned for
regular operation.
If our upper-bound estimate is correct, the aggregate

size of this attack across all letters is about 35–40Gb/s.
Although attacks exceeding 100Gb/s have been demon-
strated since 2012 [2, 4], such large attacks are usually
performed using amplification [51] (for example, as the
reply traffic of 151Gb/s on Table 3). Directly sourced
traffic of 35Gb/s on the roots therefore represents a
large attack.
We can also see for all letters a large increase (by

a factor 6.5× to 340×) in the number of unique IPv4
addresses observed by each letter during the attacks.
This observation conforms with the initial reports on
the use of IP spoofing during these attacks [60].

3.2 How Were Individual Letters Af-
fected?

We next consider how each letter reacted to the event
and measure overall Root DNS performance. Letter-
specific queries from RIPE Atlas show that individual
root letters suffered minimal to severe loss rates. We
caution that these loss rates do not directly translate
to end-user delays, since recursive resolvers cache and
retry against different letters (§3.2.2), and since users
interact with specific anycast sites (§3.3).

3.2.1 Reachability of Specific Letters

Figure 3 shows the reachability for each Root Letter
from RIPE Atlas. We plot D-, L-, and M-Root together
because they see no visible change, consistent with re-
ports that they were not attacked [58]. (In §3.6 we later
show that a few D-root sites appear slightly affected by
the event.) On these dates, Atlas probed A-Root less
frequently than other letters (§2.4.1), so in this graph
we scale A’s observations to account for this difference.
Because infrequent probing of A-Root makes the event
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Figure 3: Number of VPs with successful queries (in
10-minute bins). (All plots are scaled consistently, with
nearly 9000 VPs across 48 hours of observation. In all
graphs, dotted lines highlight approximate event start
times. Here they also show the lowest values for the
dips.)

dynamics impossible to discern, we omit A-Root from
analysis in the rest of the paper.
All the other letters experience different degrees of

reachability problems during the reported attack inter-
vals (§2.3). There is a strong correlation (R2 = 0.87)
between how many sites a letter has (Table 2) and their
worst responsiveness, measured by the smallest number
of Atlas VPs that successfully receive responses during
the events (more sites→more VPs receive responses).
B-Root, a unicast letter, suffered the most, followed by
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H, with two sites and primary-secondary routing. With
many sites, J-Root sees some VPs lose service, but only
a few. We evaluate the causes for service loss in §3.3,
but this correlation reflects some combination of more
sites providing greater aggregate capacity and isolating
some users from some event traffic.
We can also evaluate overall performance for each

letter by the RTT of successful queries, as shown in
Figure 4. Note that each letter has a different base-
line RTT, corresponding with the median distance from
Atlas VPs to anycast sites for that letter. Although B-
Root suffered the most in terms of reachability Figure 3,
it experienced little change in RTT when queries were
successful. G- and H-Root, in turn, see large changes in
latency. In the next section we show that anycast sites
can fail, causing routing to shift their traffic to other
locations. Thus we believe these shifts in RTT indi-
cate route changes that shift VP traffic to more distant
sites. For example, H-Root has sites on the U.S. East
and West coasts (north of Baltimore, Maryland, and in
San Diego, California). Most Atlas VPs are in Europe,
so we infer that the primary site for H is the U.S. East
coast, but when that route is withdrawn (during both
events) traffic shifts to the west coast. This assumption
is confirmed by H’s median RTT at that time matching
B-Root’s RTT, since B-Root is also on the U.S. West
coast. We examine site route withdrawals in more de-
tails in §3.3.

3.2.2 Reachability of the Root DNS as a Whole

While we see that individual letters show degraded
responsiveness under stress, the DNS protocol has sev-
eral levels of redundancy, and a non-response from one
letter should be met by a retry at another letter. This
paper does not evaluate overall responsiveness of the
Root DNS, but our per-letter analysis shows some evi-
dence of this redundancy.
L-Root was not subject to these attacks [60], yet

Table 3 it exhibited that L-Root shows a significant

increase in query rate during the second event, with
a 1.66× increase in queries-per-second. More impres-
sively, it sees a 6- or 13-fold increase in number of unique
IPs on both event dates. We later describe “site flips”,
where VPs change anycast sites (§3.4.1); this coarse
data suggests letter flips also occur, as recursive re-
solvers switch from one letter to another, perhaps to
prefer a shorter RTT [63, 36]. While not the focus of
this paper, these letter flips show the multiple levels of
resilience in the Root DNS system.

3.3 How Were Anycast Sites Affected?

Overall loss rates for each letter (§3.2) may suggest
that query loss is uniform for all who use that letter. We
next show that these loss rates are not uniformly seen
by all users. Anycast services are composed of multiple
sites (Table 2), and anycast operators and their hosting
ISPs can design sites to withdraw routes or continue
as degraded absorbers when under stress (§2.2). We
next look at behavior across all sites of a given letter to
identify evidence of these policies in action.

3.3.1 Site Reachability

We first consider site reachability: how many Atlas
VPs reach a letter’s sites over the two days of obser-
vations, measured in each ten-minute bin. The median
number of VPs over the observation provides a base-
line of “regular” behavior, calibrating how RIPE Atlas
maps to a given service. Atlas coverage is incomplete;
some sites have zero or a few VPs, while others have
thousands in their regular catchment. Our use of me-
dian normalizes coverage to identify trends, such as if
the site adds or loses VPs. Addition of VPs to one site
indicates withdrawal of routes to another site, possibly
in reaction to stress. Reduction in VPs indicates that
either that site withdrew some or all routes, or that it
was overloaded and simply lost queries—reduction can
therefore be caused by both withdrawal and absorption.
Figure 5 shows all sites for two letters (E- and

K-Root, selected as representatives with many sites).
Numbers in parenthesis show the median number of
VPs at each site, while the lines show how much that
site shrank or grew over the two days, normalized to
the median.
We see that sites show two responses indicating re-

duced capacity. Some (such as E-AMS) become com-
pletely unavailable, as shown by the minimum drop-
ping to zero; some become nearly unavailable, such
as K-LHR; K-Root confirmed unavailability of some
sites [65]. Others (E-NRT, K-WAW) become partially
available.
In addition, several sites show an increase above me-

dian over the period (the maximum blue value is greater
than 1). Several of the well-observed K-Root sites show
some increase (K-AMS, K-LHR, K-LED, K-NRT), as
do many of the well-observe E-Root sites (E-FRA, E-
LHR, E-ARC, E-VIE, E-IAD).
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(a) E-Root sites
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(b) K-Root sites

Figure 5: Minimum and maximum number of VPs, normalized to median (shown in parenthesis per individual site),
for sites from E- and K-Root. Observations are grouped into 10-minute bins over two days. Sites are ordered by
median number of VPs, and the red, shaded area highlights sites with fewer than 20 VPs (our threshold for stability,
§2.4.1)).

We confirm that these swings in catchments are di-
rectly correlated with the events and are not typical be-
havior. We repeated the analysis of Figure 5 over two
days during the week following the events (2016-12-05
and 2016-12-06)1 . On these “normal” days, considering
sites with reasonable visibility (20 or more VPs, so me-
dians are stable), we see no variation in VPs per site for
K-Root, and only minor variation (mostly within 8%)
for 13 sites of E-Root.
Second, Figure 6 shows the size of each site’s catch-

ment during the events, for E- and K-Root. Each mini-
plot represents one site, with the line showing how many
VPs are mapped to it relative to the site’s median. From
this figure we see that sites from these two letters be-
haved completely different. While most sites of E-Root
either see an increase or a decrease on their reachabil-
ity, most sites of K-Root seem to overlook the attack.
(Note that large increases observed for few sites, such
as E-DXB and K-DEL, are caused by a very low median
(two VPs)—any additional VP hitting this sites during
the attack can cause a peak on reachability.)

Figure 6 shows that five sites from E Root (E-AMS,
E-CDG, E-WAW, E-SYD and E-NLV) seem to “shut
down” after the attack of Dec. 1 (hour 29). These sites
also had reachability strongly compromised during the
first event on Nov. 30 (hour 7).

1Graphs omitted for space, but present in an appendix
of our technical report [40].

What is interesting to see for the sites of both letters
in Figure 6 is that sites with large numbers of median
VPs in their catchments showed reachability problems.
An exception is K-AMS, with a large number of VPs
in its catchment, which took on more traffic than usual
during the whole period.
For E-Root, sites that show an increase over me-

dian suggest that some other sites are withdrawing
some routes at other sites. However, that does not
explain why letters show reduced overall reachability
(Figure 3): if overloaded sites fail and traffic shifts, all
queries should be answered. We next look for evidence
of degraded absorption.

3.3.2 Site RTT Performance

To assess if sites that remain accessible are overloaded
(implying they operate as degraded absorbers), we next
examine RTT of successful queries.
Figure 7 shows the median RTT for some K-Root

sites that show stress during the events. Although
the K-AMS site remained up and showed minimal loss,
its median RTT showed a huge increase: from roughly
30ms to 1 s on Nov. 30, and to almost 2 s on Dec. 1,
strongly suggesting the site was overloaded. K-NRT
shows similar behavior, with its median RTT rising
from 80ms to 1 s and 1.7 s in the two events. Overload
does not always result in large latencies. B-Root (a sin-
gle site) showed only modest RTT increases (Figure 4),
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Figure 6: Reachability seen by VPs that received posi-
tive responses (RCODE 0) for sites of E- and K-Root.
The central line in each plot is the median, with the
lower line 0 and the upper line 5× and 3× the me-
dian for E- and K-Root respectively. Red lines below
the median indicate potential critical moments in which
reachability dropped below the by the median number
of VPs that can normally reach the site. Sites are sorted
by median, in parenthesis.
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Figure 7: Performance for selected K-Root sites.

since only few probes could reach it during the attack
(Figure 3). We hypothesize that large RTT increases in
sites performance are the result of an overloaded link
combined with large buffering at routers (industrial-
scale bufferbloat [27]).

3.4 How Can Services Partially Fail?

We have shown that letters report different amounts
of service degradation (Figure 3), and that their sites
seem to follow two policies under stress (§3.3). We next
look at service reachability from a client perspective
to understand how services can partially fail, and how
some clients see persistent failures.

3.4.1 Site Flips: Evidence of Stress

A design goal of DNS and IP anycast is that service
is provided by multiple IP addresses (DNS) and sites
(anycast). Through their recursive resolvers, clients can
turn to service on other IP address (other Root Let-
ters), and through route changes at upstream ISPs, to
other anycast sites. A recursive DNS resolver will au-
tomatically retry with another name server if the first
does not respond, which is intentional redundancy in
the protocol and an operational best practice [22, 63].
Redundancy inside most letters depends on IP anycast,
and the routing policies DNS service operators establish
at each anycast site (withdraw or absorbing, as in §2.2).
To study a client’s view of IP anycast redundancy,

we look for changes in site catchments. We measure
these as site flips: when a VP changes from its current
anycast site to another. We expect each VP to have a
preferred site (hopefully with low RTT), and site flips
to be rare, due to routing changes or site maintenance.
Figure 8 shows site flips measured in RIPE Atlas VPs,

with bursts of site flips during the event periods for
letters that saw event traffic. All letters see thousands
of site flips during the event (note the scale of the y-
axis), with E, H and K seeing many flips while C, I and
J see fewer.
To evaluate if these site flips are actually due to route

withdrawals, we use route data from BGPmon (§2.4.3).
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Figure 9: Route changes for each Root Letter (10
minute bins, seen from BGPmon route collectors).

These BGPmon VPs are in different locations from our
RIPE Atlas VPs, so we do not expect them to see ex-
actly the same results, but, if there were route with-
drawals, we expect to see more routing activity during
the events.
Figure 9 shows the route changes we observe across

all Root Letters. With BGPmon VPs and Root anycast
sites around the world, we see occasional route changes
over the whole time period. With 152 VPs, a routing
change near one site can often be seen at 100 or more
VPs. But the very frequent sets of changes shown by
many letters in the two event periods (4 to 6 hours and
around 29 hours) suggests event-driven route changes
for many letters (C, E, F, G, H, J, K). Route changes
for K-Root do not appear at our BGP observers for the
second event, and K’s BGP changes are lower than we
expect based on site flips. We suspect that our BGP
vantage points are U.S.-based, while site flips are VPs
that are much more numerous in Europe.

3.4.2 Case Study: K-Root

We next consider K-Root as a case study to show
what site flips mean in practice. K-Root’s sites provide
good examples of different policies under stress. We
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Figure 10: Site flips for selected K-Root instances over
the two days.

next consider VPs (one per row) that start at K-LHR
and K-FRA (London and Frankfurt) to see what hap-
pened to these clients during the event. We select these
sites to illustrate possible design choices (§2.2) and be-
cause they lost nearly all or about half of the VPs during
the event; they were more strongly affected then most
K-Root sites. From Figure 3 we know that some clients
were unsuccessful, while the maximums in Figure 5b
show that some sites gained clients.
Figure 10 shows where sites from K-LHR and K-FRA

went over the measurement period—the left two graphs
show that about 70-80% of all VPs that shifted traffic
during the events shift to K-AMS (Amsterdam). The
top right (red background) graph shows where new VPs
that see K-AMS just were, confirming they mostly ar-
rive from K-LHR and K-FRA. The bottom right graph
shows that K-AMS sites also shift back to K-LHR and
K-FRA as their preferred catchments after the events.
However, we still ask: if traffic shifts to other sites

and K has excess capacity, why do some VPs fail to
reach K during the attack? VP query failure must result
from routing policies and implementation details (§2.2)
at each site and its hosts: those policies and details can
result in a site that will continue to receive traffic from
its peer and operate as a degraded absorber, or that will
withdraw its route and reallocate its catchment. We see
evidence of both outcomes.
To demonstrate these policies at work, we must look

at the actions of individual VPs. Figure 11 shows 300
randomly selected VPs that start at K-LHR (yellow or
light gray) and K-FRA (salmon or medium gray) for 36
hours. Each pixel represents the site choice of that VP
in 4-minute bins. Black indicates the VP got no reply,
while blue (or dark gray) and white indicate selection
of K-AMS or some other K-Root site.
We focus on the 40 VPs shown in Figure 11b and see

two behaviors during the event and three after. Dur-
ing the event, the top 10 VPs (labeled (1)) stick to
K-LHR, but only get occasional replies. They repre-



(a) A sample of 300 VPs; start 2015-11-30t00:00Z for 36
hours.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(b) A smaller sample: 40 K-LHR-preferring VPs
around the first event.

Figure 11: A sample of 300 VPs for K-Root that start at K-LHR (yellow or light gray) and K-FRA (salmon or
medium gray), with locations before, during, and after attacks. Other sites are K-AMS (blue or dark gray), with
white indicating other K sites, and black fail on getting a response (timeout). Dataset: RIPE Atlas.

sent a degraded absorbing peering relationship; these
clients seem“stuck” to the K-LHR site. The next group
labeled (2) shift to K-FRA (salmon or medium gray)
during the event and for a short period after, then re-
turn to K-LHR. However, during their visit to K-AMS
only about a third of their queries are successful. This
group shows that K-AMS is overloaded but up, and that
these VPs are in ASes that are not bound to K-LHR.
For the third group, marked (3), some stay at K-LHR
during the event, while others shift to other sites, but
all find other sites after the event. Finally, the group
(4) shifts to K-FRA during the event and remains there
afterward. We see similar groups for the K-FRA sites
in the first event and for both sites in the second event.
We believe this kind of partial failure represents a

success of anycast in isolating some traffic to keep other
sites functional, but this degraded absorbing policy re-
sults in some users suffering during the event due to
the overload at K-LHR. While this policy successfully
protects most K-Root sites during the event, it also sug-
gests opportunities for alternate policies during attack.
Rather than let sites fail or succeed, services may choose
to control routing to engineer traffic to provide good
service to more users. Alternatively, if attack traffic is
localized, services may choose to target routing so that
only one catchment is affected—a policy particularly
appropriate for attacks where all traffic originates from
a single location, even if it spoofs source addresses.

3.5 How Were Individual Servers Af-
fected?

Large anycast sites may operate multiple servers be-
hind a load balancer (Figure 1). We now examine
how the events affected individual servers within spe-
cific anycast sites. We look at two sites of K-Root,
K-FRA and K-NRT as examples, selected because they
show different responses to stress. These behaviors are
also seen at other sites, but we do not identify or count
behaviors across all sites. These examples show it is
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Figure 12: Reachability for individual servers from K-
FRA (top) and K-NRT (bottom).

important to use measurement strategies that consider
all servers at a given site.
Figure 12 shows a time series of servers that re-

spond at K-FRA (top) and K-NRT (bottom) during the
events. At K-FRA, we typically saw replies from each of
the three servers. As the load of each event rose, replies
shifted to come from only one server, with none from
the other two we previously saw replying. Which server
responded was different in the two events, with K-FRA-
S2 replying in the first event and -S3 in the second. We
do not know if the other two servers failed, or if they
were only serving attack traffic, or if traffic from these
VPs was somehow isolated from attack traffic. Either
way, this strategy seems to work reasonably well since
Figure 13 shows that, after a short increase in RTT at
the beginning of the attack, the median RTT for K-
FRA remains stable for successful replies throughout
the attack. However, K-FRA seems to be overloaded
and dropping queries, as shown in Figure 6b and Fig-
ure 11b.

K-Root’s Tokyo site (K-NRT) shows a different re-
sult. Figure 12 (bottom) shows that VPs had diffi-
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Figure 13: Performance for individual servers from K-
FRA (top) and K-NRT (bottom).

culty reaching all three servers from K-NRT during the
events. This difficulty suggests that the events affected
all K-NRT servers, either because load balancing was
mixing our observations with attack traffic, or because
attack traffic was congesting a shared link. Figure 13
(bottom) shows larger latencies for successful queries at
K-NRT, perhaps suggesting queuing at the router. We
also observe that K-NRT-S2 seems more heavily loaded
than the other two servers at K-NRT.
These examples show that individual server perfor-

mance and reachability may not reflect overall site-wide
performance and reachability. Measurement studies of
anycast services should therefore insure they study all
servers at a site (not just specific servers) to get a
complete picture of site and end-user-perceived perfor-
mance.

3.6 Are There Signs of Collateral Dam-
age?

Servers today, such as the Root DNS servers we study,
sometimes are located in data centers that are shared
with other services. These services may be unrelated,
other infrastructure (such as other top-level domains,
TLDs), or even other Root DNS sites. Co-locating ser-
vices creates some degree of shared risk, in that stress
on one service may spill over into another causing collat-
eral damage. Collateral damage is a common side-effect
of DDoS, and data centers and operators strive to mini-
mize collateral damage through redundancy, overcapac-
ity, and isolation. Prior reports describe it as a problem
but provide few details [43].

Hosting details are usually considered proprietary,
and commonality can exist at many layers, from the
physical facility to peering to upstream providers, mak-
ing it difficult to assess shared risk. From public data
we therefore cannot establish direct causation in a spe-
cific common point. Instead, we assess shared risk by
end-to-end evaluation: we look for service problems in
other services not directly the target of event traffic.
We study two services: D-Root, a letter that was not
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directly attacked [58], and the .nl TLD. They are cho-
sen because they both show reduced end-to-end perfor-
mance with timing consistent with the events, strongly
suggesting a shared resource with event targets.
D-Root: Figure 14 shows the absolute counts of the

number of RIPE Atlas VPs that reach several D-Root
sites. D-Root has many sites; we report only subsets
that had at least a 10% decrease in reachability during
the time of the attacks and were reached by at least 20
RIPE Atlas probes.
These figures show that D-FRA and D-SYD sites

both lost VPs during the event. Which data centers
host these sites is not public, but correlation of these
changes with the events suggests potential collateral
damage. (Recall that RIPE VPs probe only one letter,
so a reduction in VPs to one site implies either query
loss or re-routing, not switching to another letter.)
Frankfurt: There are seven Root Letters hosted in

Frankfurt (A, C, D, E, F, I, and K), and we previously
observed that traffic shifted to K-FRA and yet that site
suffered loss (§3.4.2).

D-FRA sees only small decreases in traffic, suggest-
ing it was only slightly affected by the events to sites
for other letter in the same city. However, this change
indicates some collateral damage for D-FRA.
The .nl Top-Level Domain: Finally, we have also

observed collateral damage at servers that are not part
of the Root DNS. We see evidence for collateral dam-
age occurring to the .nl top-level domain. In addi-
tion to four unicast deployments, SIDN operates .nl on



multiple anycast services. Figure 15 shows query rates
for two anycast deployments located near Root DNS
servers (exact rates and locations are anonymized). We
see both sites show nearly no queries during both events.
As a result of this collateral damage, during this period,
.nl service was carried by other .nl servers.

4. RELATED WORK

Distributed Denial-of-Service attacks is a broad area
of study and it has been addressed from many different
angles in the past years. Studies have shown that DDoS
attacks are effective [59].
DDoS attacks are common and growing: Arbor has

documented their increasing use and growth in size [2,
3], and there has been DDoS attacks currently reaching
540Gb/s [4]. Very large attacks often use different pro-
tocols to amplify basic attack traffic [51, 56, 20]. Yet
DDoS-for-hire (“Booter”services) are easily available for
purchase on the gray market—for only a few U.S. dol-
lars, Gb/s attacks can be ordered on demand [53, 32].
Some approaches have been proposed to mitigate am-

plification [57, 33], spoofing [24], or collateral dam-
age [18]. The continued and growing attacks show that
mitigation has been incomplete and that spoofing re-
mains widespread [9].
Many studies have looked at the Root DNS server sys-

tem, considering performance [11, 26, 12, 35, 19, 7, 54,
38, 16, 34, 23, 37, 8], client-server affinity [54, 10], and
effects of routing on anycast [6, 13], as well a proposal
to improve anycast performance in CDNs [25]. We draw
on prior measurement approaches, particularly the use
of CHAOS queries to identify anycast catchments [23].

Closest to our work are prior analyses of the Nov. 30
events [49, 60, 58, 65]. These reports lend insight into
the events, but were high level [49, 65] or reported only
on specific letters [60, 58, 65].
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first

to combine multiple sources of measurement data to as-
sess how a DDoS attack affects the several layers of the
anycast deployment of Root DNS service. In addition,
we are aware of no prior public studies on diverse any-
cast infrastructure operating under stress, including at
the site and server level and its consequences on other
services (collateral damage).

5. FUTURE WORK

Study of new events [50] can always provide new ex-
amples to strengthen our analysis. In addition, while
we focus on IP anycast under stress, a full evaluation of
Root DNS performance needs to consider the effects of
caching and how recursive resolvers select and failover
across different anycast services for the same DNS zone.
More important is to consider improving defenses.

While additional anycast sites increase capacity, our
work shows the importance of managing traffic across
diverse sites (varying in capacity), since attackers are

often unevenly distributed, and suggests potential di-
rections for future improvements (§2.2).

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides the first evaluation of anycast
services under DDoS. Our work evaluates the Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, 2015 events on the Root DNS, evaluating
the effects of those events on 10 different architectures,
with most analysis based on publicly available data.
Our analysis shows different behaviors across different
letters (each a separate anycast services), at different
sites of each letter, and at servers inside some sites. We
identify the role of different policies at overloaded any-
cast sites: the choice to absorb attack traffic to protect
other sites, or to withdraw service in hope that other
sites can cover. We believe overall DNS service was ro-
bust to this attack, due to caching and the availability
of multiple letters for service. However, we show that
large attacks can overwhelm some sites of some letters.
In addition, we show evidence that high traffic on one
service can result in collateral damage to other services,
possibly in the same data center. Our study shows the
need to understand anycast design for critical infras-
tructure, paving the way for future study in alternative
policies that may improve resilience.
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